
section six: practical IMPRESSIONS

#1:     what are 2 consistent compliments/complaints about your service? 

           Is there a system that needs to be examined to increase the complimented areas & decrease the criticized
           areas? 

#2      List least 3 things that you need to perform Smart Service Forecasting for your organization.

#3      How Are you currently cataloging information about your customers that will allow you to perform 
           Smart Service Forecasting?
          

#4       Do you need to amend any of the information you are currently gathering?

#5       Is your system already constructed to meet your needs or are there changes that need to take place to 
           make the most of your customer information?

#6       what are some ways your customers want to steer their relationship with your organization?

1.

2.

3.

Practical questions & exercises from this section for personal application

#7       describe some of the service track your company has laid down to take your customers to the destination you
            determine

#8       what are some of the most important tools your team is currently using to lay down the right service track, 
           identify service deficiencies, and develop service forecasting?

#9       what can you do to improve the journey mapping of your customer’s  current experience?

#10    how is your business steering service using service scripts and lead sheets?
   

        

BONUS         Memorize customer relationship imprinting element number six: 

          “steer service with systems”
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imprint access   Get more imprinting tools & exclusive content

Customer Relationship Imprinting definition:

The ability to attract, acquire and retain more customers 
who follow you regardless of circumstances

section six: group therapy session

group therapy session 

For group reading, team building and group discussion

#1:      as a  group, describe your service tracks that give your customer the ride they desire. 
            discuss current & future destinations your  company has determines to take them with your service.

#2:      Have each Group Therapy participant write down on separate index cards the information they need to 
            perform Smart Service Forecasting for their area of responsibility in your organization. 

            ask: What are the commonalities? Are you currently gathering this data? If not, how could you start 
            accumulating this data? Are there any surprises?

#3       collectively describe svarious service tracks your company has laid down to take your customers to the 
            destination you determine

#4       what service forecasting opportunities have we missed in the past and what systems could have been in place 
            to help in future opportunities?

#5       what can you do to improve the journey mapping of your customer’s  current experience?

#6       describe how your team or department is using service scripts and lead sheets? to steer service

#7       what are 2 consistent compliments/complaints about your service? 

#8       what are some service recovery systems that your business has in place for when there are service 
            errors? 

#9      List least 3 vulnerable areas you currently see that need to be addressed before larger service issues 
           arise. What changes, policies, programs and tools ae needed to limit your exposure?

#6       what is the most difficult about steering your service with systems? Are there professionals that can help 
            turn this weakness into a strength?

How did the practical impressions from the previous section go?

review your previous group therapy session questions & tasks before beginning this session
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